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Viva video editor app

This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. Welcome to the new 8.0 version of VivaVideo! One of the best video editors in the world with over 800 million downloads. Anyone can create great videos as easily as taking photos with VivaVideo! For StartersFind how easy it is to create your first video with VivaVideo. It provides helpful mini tutorials in each function
for you to learn step by step. Simply import your videos or pictures to VivaVideo, and tap to apply the theme. You can easily create a great birthday party video, travel video or romantic video instantly! For Pro EditorProfessional Editing Tools Timeline: Add text, stickers, music, and other materials to the video with intuitive timeline. Edit with Frame Precision.-Multi-Track Music: Add
music, sound effect and voice overs to your video at the same time trim: Precise trim in 0.1 seconds. Delete the middle part of the video.Video speed adjust: Slow down to 0.25x and speed up to 4x.-scale and background: Multiple video ratios. You can add spot color, gradient, pattern, blur, and other background effects;-Collage/Picture-in-Picture: Mix videos &amp; images
together to create fan editing videos and interesting works.-Split: Split the video into four grids, six grids, nine grids and other effects.-Custom Watermark: Add your own or company logo to the video to make it more iconic! Music extraction: Extract music from other videos and use it in your own lyrics.-Keyframe: Set keyframe for text and stickers for animation effects.-Parameter
adjustment: Adjust the brightness, contrast, vignetting and hue of the video. Thousands of Materials Text: Add titles, jumping subtitles, colorful bubbles with more than 100 popular fonts and text styles; Stickers: Cute and dynamic stickers make video fun! filters: A complete library of artistic filters. Special effects: Choose from a handful of magical effects like Rainbow, Rain, Snow,
Thunder and Flame.-Transition: Apply seamless, cinematic transitions to your clips. VivaVideo Subscription:- You can subscribe to unlimited access to all features and content offered for purchase in the VivaVideo.- Subscriptions will be charged monthly or annually at the price chosen depending on the subscription plan. - Payments will be charged to the iTunes account at the time
of purchase confirmation. Subscriptions are automatically renewed unless auto-renewal is disabled at least 24 hours before the end of the current period. Your account will be renewed within 24 hours prior to the end of the current period and you will be charged according to your payment schedule selection. Subscriptions can be managed by the user, and auto-renewal can be
disabled by switching to the user's account settings after purchase. Unused portion of a free trial period will be void if the user purchases a subscription to this publication. Terms of Use: Terms of Use: support@vivavideo.tvFollow Us:Facebook Group: @vivavideoappTwitter: #VivaVideo for a chance to be featured on our social media platformsAcknowledgements:FUGUE Music
computer software design, computer software update, computer programming and related services to users based on the powerful technical capabilities of VivaVideo. 19.11.2020 Version 8.5.5 NEW Text Function - Brand new user interface. Support for adding text animations. Optimize the editing module. Current update: Video supports 'Mirror Flip' and 'Reset' functions. Love the
app until this latest update. Please fix the automatic zoom (I DO NOT WANT IT) and crash. It is unusable. I want my money back as I pay for the Premium VIP version. UPDATE: Automatic zoom is fixed. I'm happy again. This is not a perfect professional video editing app that costs, so people don't expect it to be. The paid VIP membership summlasts very well. Good enough for
most needs. You just need to learn to navigate it. The best part is the Extract Ingeof music function. I do training videos. I record several takes on the iPhone, choose the best recording, edit that in Viva VIP background music from ANOTHER video on my phone, tweak the music timeline, and voila, it looks and sounds like a flawless take. The processing/playback of the final video
is decent. Occasionally, the app crashes, so I've learned to use saving and quitting often to protect my work from final rendering. I just started playing with the greenscreen function. It's rudimentary, but that's okay at the moment. I don't expect all this heavy CPU processing to be perfect right away. The more an app works, the more complicated it is to process. So again people,
you have to pay a small fee to get these features, and don't expect this to work the same as software that costs a subscription on your desktop. However, it is the best fast video editing app for non-professionals. I hope the developers keep up the good work. Thank you very much. So I downloaded almost every video editing app in the AppStore and many of them came with free
trials like this. I tried almost everyone. Even the professionally polished-looking apps that are more for pretty much exactly the same thing you can do here. I bought the year VIP subscription and I don't regret it. I use other apps in conjunction with VivaVideo. The things you can do when you try to learn them are pretty awesome. There are some limitations when it comes to using it
on your phone, but partly due to screen size, but once I have my iPad with this app, I have a lot of fun and the effects are super cool. I would like more of them to be added. And maybe some video filters that have reflection or even a kaleidoscope view! I want a better way, way, or find music to add the clips, but it's not bad at all in the stage it is in now. If you're looking for a review
from someone who is meticulous about their purchases to get you to move forward with the app/subscription, that's what it will be. Happy editing. Hey, I use VivaVideo to edit my videos, but a question and problems. 1. Could we make it possible to add advanced speed effects to videos? 2. It crashes the app when I buy something. For example, I asked my dad to buy the
subscription and he said yes and it crashed the app. I don't like it when it crashes the app, but it could be because he tried to buy it and abruptly crashed the app. 3. When I add music and videos, they don't save at all. Maybe I'm a little nit picky about this, but when this app shuts down, it shuts down every quarter of a second 4. Always crashes when I try to open it. 5. There must
be animated margins, music and photos. 6. There should be an option to add sounds to videos. 7. It should be an option for you to crop a video. 8. There should be an option to trim videos. 9. There must be an option to add animated text to videos. 10. There is an option to share a video. 11. There should be a way to increase or decrease intensity and contrast. Developer Website
App Support Privacy Policy VivaVideo Pro Apk is the best Android app for video editing and you can download the latest version for free. [100% Free, Unlocked, Mod] VivaVideo Pro Apk is the best Android app for video editing and you can download the latest version for free. [100% Free, Unlocked, Mod] Video making is a fun way to express yourself. It is much better to capture
and produce the most amazing moments as they actually are. The video quality can be improved by some edits with VivaVideo Pro Apk. Video editing was very easy on a PC. If you are looking for some excellent videos, then the latest version of VivaVideo Pro Apk can really be an excellent app that can work as an unsurpassed video editor and photo slideshow maker. It comes
with some great features that can make the videos really impressive to watch on all platforms. This great video app is powered by the renowned top developers. The app is available in the Google Play Store. Due to its high-quality features, it is appreciated by all levels of video manufacturers. It is chosen by millions of video makers around the world due to its remarkable features
and amazing results.  features of Vivavideo Pro Apk VivaVideo Pro Apk is a handy tool for all Just download it once and you'll see that it's worth using it for video editing as it has carved its name among the powerful video tools that can really improve the video quality. Some important features that cannot be ignored are as follows: - Storyboard editing option for trimming and
merging the video clips. Video get a unique look at the user adds stickers, music, filters, transitions, FX, texts and even live synchronization in editing mod. • East to display a preview of the video Wysiwyg. • Allows the user to capture any type of video. Whether selfie, music, collage or an ordinary video. • Be creative with selfie with the seven fascinating lenses. • Nine unique
lenses to help people with your prank skills. An extremely useful app for Instagram - Can turn images into slideshows. Use fancy collage tools to merge the photos into the video . There is nothing to worry about about the payments. Provides access to more than 200 different free editing tools. Helps save the videos to the gallery with the export option. • Allows video makers to
spread their creativity on all kinds of social media. Download / / Click on the link website below to download the KineMaster Pro APK APK
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